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For more than a century, the life stories of Prague-based painters in the Baroque era (which I 

define as 1620–1780 for the purposes of this work) have been a focus of research by art 

historians and other specialists. Research in this area was based to varying degrees on an 

analysis and interpretation of artworks and data offered by a multitude of written documents, 

primarily drawing information from the registers of Prague parishes (providing major dates in 

painters’ lives), various official records of municipal authorities (corroborating, among other 

facts, the circumstances of painters’ admission to the estates of Prague burghers or facts on 

property title, particularly ownership of houses), a wealth of accounting materials (about the 

relationship between those commissioning the artworks and the artists themselves, in 

particular the client’s requirements and deadlines and artist’s compensation). Nor did 

researchers neglect the unique manuscripts of the Prague painters’ guilds (one in each of 

Prague’s three towns), which provide membership lists and meeting minutes. 

However, a considerable amount of the historical data discovered by researchers has been 

used mostly to study the origin of specific artworks or to capture a certain episode from an 

artist’s life. The presented work, which is based on research of the written sources mentioned 

above done to date as well as the author’s own research in the original archival documents, 

offers a great deal of hitherto unpublished information laying out – in six chapters – a 

comprehensive view of the life of painters in Baroque Prague. They examine key events in the 

lives of each painter (birth – marriage – death), the circumstances in which they completed 

their professional training, their relationship to the painters’ guild and their fellow artists, the 

conditions and circumstances out of which their artworks came into being (especially their 

relationship to their clients and their compensation) and, finally, the social status these 

painters achieved owing to their performance and contacts in the creative capital city of the 

Kingdom of Bohemia. 

 


